Bring along your spade and enthusiasm – to help create a ‘long line of fish’ that will be migrating across the sands during the day.

Individuals, families or teams of friends are invited to create one or more fish - as part of a line or shoal of fish that will be seen to be progressing or ‘migrating’ across the bay towards the harbour during the day! (10.30am to 1.00pm)

Just turn up on the beach at the southern end of the bay near the promenade, (below the clock tower) and sign up for your guidelines at 10.30am. It is anticipated to finish by 1pm. Please remember to bring your own spade!

Thanet Coast’s Big Draw is a commission by the Thanet Coast Project led by environmental artist Paul Goodrick and helpers! It links to the national ‘Big Draw’ campaign to encourage creativity, shared experience and to celebrate drawing!